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There's no shortage of apps to track packages for Android, but we believe Slice offers the best mix of tracking features and other useful tools to manage purchases and track your online orders. Also, it's completely free. Slice Platform: Android (and others) Price: Free download of PageFeaturesSupports dozens of shipping services, including major ones in
North America, like FedEx, USPS, UPS, UPS Mail Innovations, DHL, OnTrac, Ensenda, Lasership, and Prestige.Supports push notifications about changes in the status of the a lot of packages You track multiple packages at a time, organized for easy linkDisplays package status in all-in-one submission, click any package to see the detailed status and scan
the historyCan list of order confirmations and notifications in your inbox Without having to enter tracking numbers manually, you can scan barcodes to track outbound or returned packages that go out of your packages and orders organized so that you can search quickly; can be easily filtered by the supplier, date or categoryI also a sales assistant who can
notify you of falling prices, product recall, and can help you track your costs based on confirmation order in your inbox Where it is Excels Slice more than just a package tracking tool, it is a shopping assistant. You have to trust it, but once you do, you don't have to lift a finger to track your orders and your packages. Place an order, get confirmation, and Slice
will let you know when your order has been processed, it will let you know when your order will be sent, and this will keep you informed of any significant changes to the package status with push notifications and alerts. It will often tell you when the package is delivered before it has been registered by anyone, who will pick it up or check it for you, and you can
always open the app at any time to see where the package is in real time, check its current status, and see its location on Google Maps. Also, if Slice misses anything from your inbox, you can add it manually with a few taps. Aside from tracking packages, Slice also keeps you up to date with falling prices for items that you have on your wish list or have been
meaning to buy, product recalls so you can return defective items, and because it keeps track of all your online orders, it can help you track your spending and see at a glance how much you've spent on specific things. Think of Slice as TripIt, only for purchases, orders and deliveries. If you return a shipment or item you need to ship, you can enter its tracking
number or scan it delivery to track it as well. To be fair, we reviewed Slice when it started and I have been personally using it since they launched their Android app some time ago. It's also available for iPhone, but I can vouch for the approach keeping your data close to your pocket (since they ask for access to so much and direct access to your inbox), and
to get you these delivery notifications when they are useful, not after you've missed shipping or picked it up somewhere. With access to the mailbox, Webapp Slice automatically analyzes emails containing the order... MoreHd it drops a short snippet is not perfect, and to be honest, it's not universally perfect. One of the drawbacks of Slice is that you need an
incredible amount of access to your data to work. Not only does he want a large number of permissions on your Android phone, but in order to make it a hands-free tracking package, you have to give it access to your inbox so he can automatically pick up delivery notifications and confirmation orders. I can only assuage your fears so much about this- I have
been using the app for years and have never seen my data go astray, have never been spammed as a result of using the app, or have never heard a company mistreating my data or providing it badly, but it still comes down to trust, and that's a personal choice. Also, Slice is much more than just a package tracking tool that some people may find it too much
for their needs. If you just want to connect the tracking number and see where it is, or track multiple packages at once, some of the other options below may be more suitable for you if you are looking for something simpler. However, when the holidays come around and you swim in shipping acknowledgments, the slice can be a real lifesaver since you don't
have to remember tracking anything, or build a list of specific items. Even so, it may not be for everyone, especially people who are looking to track the packages they are shipping isntead receiving. You can add deliveries manually to get around this, thankfully. The competition Google Now, of course, can also track packages, as long as Gmail cards are
included. If you receive a delivery notification to a Gmail account linked to Google Now, it will generate a card with information about the tracking of that package, the current status of the package, and even what the package contains. You can even click to track the package directly to Google, or to view delivery notifications or track email updates in your
Gmail account. Even if you don't use Google Now, you can always copy/paste the tracking number for your package in a Google search to track the package through your mobile browser. Now, Google Now is only available on Jelly Bean devices (although you can get it on ice cream sandwich with a small tweak), which is the only reason for this is not our
favorite. You can do a Google search on any device, but you have to do it every time you want to track your package, as opposed to using a tool that keeps you up to date and keeps your tracking numbers up. It's always better to have a tool tool to the operating system than not, but even the Google Now tracking feature has drawbacks - tracking multiple
packages can be tricky, and Google Now is making a lift for you, you can't customize it yourself, add more packages manually, see multiple packages at once, and so on, as many other tools allow you to do. Google Now is one of the coolest features of Android 4.1 Jelly Bean, allowing you to do almost anything that read more Parcels (free), our previous best
choice is still around, although this update history was a bit spotty, and it was known to just stop supporting the big carriers when they change their websites or how they handle tracking data. We still like it, we just can't recommend it everywhere anymore. The developer has been busy with other projects, and while the app still (mostly) works as advertised,
you'll see Google Play reviews littered with people for whom the app just stopped working randomly, forcing them to switch to another app. However, when it works, it works well, handles multiple packages, warns you about changes in delivery status, and so on. The Buddy Package (free, ad supported /$1.99 to remove ads) is another reliable tool for tracking
packages for Android, and while it supports more carriers and shippers than most other tracking apps, the user interface is a little harder to read and you'll find a number of people complaining about the interface. You will have to fork out a few bucks to remove the ads if you want to get rid of them. The Buddy package tries to bypass the need to enter your
tracking number manually by giving you a website that you can visit to create codes for your tracking numbers, but to be honest, it's just as much work to create a code and then scan it into an app like it's just to type it in one go. In addition, the automatic update of the Buddy package had a buggy in our tests and we missed the background notifications
Parcels offered. The Buddy package has recently been updated to include a full-size version of the tablet, which is great, but it's a lot of wasted on-screen space. However, it's nice to have and a great option. TrackChecker (free) is another great alternative, if not a little long in the tooth. It supports tons of international carriers, including many in Eastern
Europe, Russia and Asia, so if you are reading from there or shipping there, this may be a better option for you than some of the applications that are concentrated in the Western Hemisphere. The downside, however, is that TrackChecker is just a facts-looking tool. You enter the tracking numbers manually and you get all the packages you've entered. Icons
with indicator numbers let you know if there have been any changes and if any of them have occurred since you last looked at the status. Shiprack Package Tracker (Free) supports mainly North American carriers, including some corporate freight and delivery services. While he lacks support Shiprack is very good at fixing the problem of entering tracking
numbers. Simply rewind shipping notifications to Shiprack from your Google account, and the service connects your notification to your phone and displays the current status of that package in the app. If that sounds familiar, it's just like apps like TripIt allow you to send all your trips to one address, log into your account, and see them together. In addition, the
app offers the history of packages on Google Maps, as well as a detailed history of packages through the mobile site of the operator. It's worth noting at this point that Shiprack hasn't been updated for nearly a year, but it still works like a charm, and reviews, even the latter, are devoid of complaints. The Tracker Express package and the Tracker Pro package
($1.99) offers most of the features that other utilities do. Last time we talked about the Package Tracker, there was no Express free version, which we are happy to see added. Express is supported by advertising and does not notify you of changes in the status of the package, but in addition, it is identical to the professional version. For your two dollars, the
Pro version allows you to sync with a file full of tracking numbers on your computer, so you don't have to type them into your phone manually, gives you background notifications on your phone (vibrations, sounds, or flashing LEDs), as well as the ability to organize and tag your packages the way you prefer, or carrier. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and
growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these categories. Category. best fitness tracker app android free
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